University of Michigan Property Disposition Equipment Bid List

1) **A.E.D. Dry-Type Transformer**................................. (#1) **BID** $501.00
   300 KVA
   Catalog # 11964, Serial # T891859407-3
   Must set up appointment with Property Disposition to inspect
   Buyer must bring their own loader, or pay extra to have us load

2) **Square D Dry-Type Transformer**............................. (#2) **BID** $850.00
   750 KVA
   Catalog # 750T90HCU, Serial # 10666199-003
   Must set up appointment with Property Disposition to inspect
   Buyer must bring their own loader, or pay extra to have us load

3) **G.E. Dry-Type Transformer**................................. (#3) **BID** $285.00
   45 KVA
   Catalog # 9T83B3803G15, Serial # 1M0174354
   Must set up appointment with Property Disposition to inspect
   Buyer must bring their own loader, or pay extra to have us load

4) **Eaton Dry-Type Transformer**................................. (#4) **BID** $201.00
   112.5 KVA
   Catalog # V48M28T12EE, Serial # J07H00379
   Must set up appointment with Property Disposition to inspect
   Buyer must bring their own loader, or pay extra to have us load

5) **Niagara Dry-Type Transformer**............................... (#5) **BID** $201.00
   150 KVA
   Serial # C6285
   Must set up appointment with Property Disposition to inspect
   Buyer must bring their own loader, or pay extra to have us load

6) **G.E. Dry-Type Transformer**................................. (#6) **BID** $285.00
   50 KVA
   Model # 9123 B 2673
   Must set up appointment with Property Disposition to inspect
   Buyer must bring their own loader, or pay extra to have us load

7) **F.P.T. Dry-Type Transformer**............................... (#7) **BID** $127.00
   7.5 KVA
   Model 36B, Catalog # FH7.5CFMD
   Must set up appointment with Property Disposition to inspect
   Buyer must bring their own loader, or pay extra to have us load
8) C.H./Westinghouse Dry-Type Transformer .................. (#8) BID $325.00
   75 KVA
   Style V29M47T75N, Serial # J96 C0288
   Must set up appointment with Property Disposition to inspect
   Buyer must bring their own loader, or pay extra to have us load

9) Matra Dry-Type Transformer ........................................ (#9) BID $150.00
   45 KVA
   Model # 60458011K, Serial # 21989-1
   Must set up appointment with Property Disposition to inspect
   Buyer must bring their own loader, or pay extra to have us load

10) Uptegraff Southern Dry-Type Transformer .................. (#10) BID $151.00
   75 KVA
   Serial # 3488
   Must set up appointment with Property Disposition to inspect
   Buyer must bring their own loader, or pay extra to have us load

11) Chromalux 12KW Boiler (Steam Generator) ............. (#11) BID Not Released
    Model CSSB-012A5010203, Serial 27933-19947
    Powervolt 208, 3 Phase
    Paid $5,000, Has never been used

12) GMF Robotics Fanuc Robotic System ....................... (#12) BID $375.00
    Arm:
    Model L-100, Serial L0008, Assembly# EO-0750-890
    3 Phase, 114 Volt
    Controller:
    Fanuc R-Model H, Type A05B-2069-B001, Serial 8093080
    Date 1988-09, F-6622
    No laser with this machine

13) Benchtop Surface Grinder ................................. (#13) BID $600.00
    Tung Hsing Induction Motor
    ¾ HP, 110-220 Volt, 9.5-5 Amp, 1 Phase
    Dol Magnetic Starter, 220 Volt

14) Chicago Electric 20 Gal Solvent Parts Washer ......... (#14) BID $75.00
    Serial 6010115, 115 Volt, Date 1996
    Tank Dimensions 29 7/8” x 20 ¾” x 10 4/5”